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The temporary regulatory taking comes from America，which is developed from 
cases. The concept of a temporary regulatory taking did not appear until 1981, when 
Justice Brennan used the term in his dissent in San Diego Gas & Electric Co. v. City 
of San Diego. In 1987，the Supreme Court's decision in First English accepted Justice 
Brennan’ dissent. Analyzing the typical cases of temporary regulatory taking, we can 
induce the evolution of the temporary regulatory taking. In hopes of providing some 
experience to the current taking practice in China. 
The part of Introduction illustrates why we discuss the concept of temporary 
regulatory taking. Observing those typical regulatory decisions from 1922, we can see 
that temporary regulatory taking appeared lately. Exploring the evolution of 
temporary regulatory taking, we will get some intellectual support for taking practice 
in China. 
Chapter 1 introduces the origin of temporary regulatory taking. it pays more 
attention to the theoretical basis of temporary regulatory taking and the judicial 
practice of temporary regulatory taking. 
Chapter 2 describes the development of temporary regulatory taking and 
illustrates the identification criterion of the temporary regulatory taking. The 
temporary regulatory taking is compensable. Concluding the compensation of 
temporary regulatory taking is necessary. 
Chapter 3 explores the recent cases. From two dimensions of theory and practice, 
it illustrates the court’s attitude is not invariable. In 2012, the case: Arkansas Game 
and Fish Commission v. United States became a turning point. 
Chapter 4 describes the prospect of theory. Firstly, it concludes the characteristic 
of temporary regulatory taking. Secondly, it concludes the argument in academia. At 
last, it concludes that there are no single standards. 
Conclusion repeats the center of the text and talks about the meaning to China. 
China doesn’t have the concept of temporary regulatory taking. Constitution of the 
people’s republic of china shows the concept of ownership can be divided in the 
dimension of time. However, it is not self-consistent in the common law system. 
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① Pennsylvania Coal v. Mahon, 260 U.S. 393 (1922). 
② First English Evangelical Lutheran Church of Glendale v. Los Angeles County, Cal., 482 U.S. 304, 107 S. Ct. 









































































































                                                 
① United States v. Dow, 357 U.S. 17 (1958).在该案中，虽然最高法院在佩恩案中强调，征收法必须将土地视
为一个整体，但是根据第五修正案，政府对私有财产的临时物理性占有也是一项应予补偿的征收。 
② San Diego Gas & Electric Co. v. City of San Diego, 450 U.S. 621 (1981). 
③ First English Evangelical Lutheran Church v. County of Los Angeles, 482 U.S. 304 (1987).  
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